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CAUTION: Before putting relays into service, remove a.Il blocking which may have been inserted for
the purpose of securing the parts during shipment,
make sure that all moving parts o|]era.te freely, in-

TIJVLING

RELAY

connected` to the line without injury when stalled,
and the locked rotor torque provides very good pres-

sure on the closed contacts.

spect the contacts to see that they are clean and

A spira.1 spring fastened to the sha.ft of the last

close properly, a.nd operate the relay to che.ck the
settings and electrica.I connections.

gear causes the arm to reset to its initial position
when the motor is de-energized. Since the pinion on

APPLICATION

the rotor shaft drops out of mesh when the motor is
de-energized, the gear train ratio is reduced and the

The Westinghouse type TD-1 relay is an a.-c.
' relay suitable for applications which require a time-

delay between the closing of an a-c. circuit and the
closing of a second circuit either a-c. or d-c.,
through the contacts of the relay.

CONSTRUCTloN

AND

control spring will reset the a.rm very quickly.
Because of the inertia of the gear train the resetting
time is not directly proportional to the operating
time. Consequently, with a timerdelay setting of
aboiit one major scale divisio.n the resetting time
may be about 2C% of the closing time.

0PERATloN

The type TD-1 relay consists of a small 600
r.p.in. serf-starting synchronou5 motor, which drives
a moving contact arm throughra gear train. The con-

tact on the moving arm is a. cylindrical silver sleeve,
loosely fitted on the moving arm. In making contact,
this sleeve strikes two vertically projecting stationary butt contacts to bridge the gap between them.

The loose fit of the sleeve permits a positive alignment in bridging these contacts, and, therefore,
correct contact a,ction is not greatly dependent on
their adjustment. The stationary contact is mounted
on a molded insulating block which is ad].ustable
around a semicircular calibrated guide.
When the motor is de-energized the rotor rests in
a position somewhat lower than the pole pieces of

the stator. In this position the pinion on the rotor
shaft is out of mesh with the gear on the countershaft which is mounted in the motor frame. When the
motor is energized, the rotor is lifted by rna,gnetic
attraction and the pinion is brought into mesh with
the gear. The pinion on the motor countershaft
drives a.t train of reduction gears. An arm pressed on
the shaft of the last gear is used to'.operate the
contacts. When the motor ha; operated to close the
relay contacts, the arm on the last shaft stops and
the motor stalls. However, the motor can remain
SUPERSEDES I..L. 41 ;572.2
*Denotes chtinge from superseded issue.

CHARACTERISTICS

The standard time delay is two seconds but can
also be supplied in 3 and 5 second ranges. For
longer time delays the type TD or TK relay shool'd
beL considered. The type TD-5
o|)eration on d-a.

relay is used for

The standard TD-1 relay may be set from 5 to
12d cycles. The setting.a.ccuracy is better than 5%
of the setting a,hove 10 cycles. The recycnng or

repeat accuracy is better than 5% of the setting at
30 cycles or a,bove. This increases to 20% at ten
cycles and approximately 25% a,t 5 cycles.

The timer will operate at 80% of rated voltage
with less than 5% of reduction in accura,cy.

All po`s.sible contingencies which may arise dur.ing.
ili`s;allalion. operation, or maintenance, arld all
detail.s and vdrialions of this equipment do not
purl)()r[ lo
be coveredis by
lhes_ebylustruc.tlons.
If
-J.uriher
in|ormalion
desired
purchaser re-

garding his parlicLIlar installation_, opera!lo_I or
iiiainle>nance of his equlpmenl, the local West-

inghoiise
sh()illd

Elec[ric Corporation representative

be conlacted.

EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 1968

TYPE TD-1 TIMING RELAY

The timer is designed for sine wave operation of
electric utinty quality. Severe harmonic distortion
will introduce errors.in accuracy.
The contac.ts of the type TD-1 relay can be
used to close circuits carrying as much as 5 am.peres at 125 volts, either a-c. or d-c. They will
open such a circuit satisfactorily if a¢., but should

The rest Dos.ition of the contact arm may be
changed by carefuuy loosening the clamp on the
gear shaft. .

The roller contact on `the moving arm should be
a minimum of 1/16" a,bove the horizontal portion of

the stationary contact. It may be adjusted by loosening the clamp as a,bove.

not be `used to open a d-c. circuir car,Tying more
than 0.5 amperes at 125 volts.

SETTINGS

I N S TA L LA T I o N!

The stationary contact is mounted in a molded
insulating block whi.ch is adjustable around a. semicircular marked scale. The relay setting is obtained
by lining up the white slot in the center of the
block with the number of cycles time delay desired.

The relay should be mounted so that the gea.I
shafts are vertical.and the motor terminals are the
top. It will not operate prc)perky if mounted in any
other position.

ADJUSTMENTS

AND

MAINTENANCE

The proper adjustments to insure correct operation ofr`this relay have .been made a.t ire factory.
.Upon receipt of the relay, no customer adjustments,
other
than those
covered under ."SETTINGS",

should be required.

Acceptance Test
The fonowing check is recommended to insure
that the relay.is in proper working order:
Utilizing an electronic labora.tory readout timer
and a I)PST switch, set the timer at 30 cycles and
energize the timer mc)tor and laboratory timer simultaneously: vihen energized at rated voltage the timer
accuracy should be wiithin the values listed under
characteristics. Both poles of the DPST switch
should close within a few milliseconds of each
other without appreciable contact bounce.

The relays should be mounted on switchboard

panels or their equivalent in a location free from
dirt, moisture, excessive vibrati6n and heat. Mount
the relay vertically by means of the four mounting
holes on the fla,nge for semi-flush mounting o[ by
means Of the I.ear mounting stud or studs for projection mounting. Either a mounting stud or\the
lnounting screws may be utilized for grounding the
relay. The electrical connections may be made
directly to the terminals by means of screws for
steel panel mount.ing or to the terminal studs furnished
with the relay for thick pa,nel mounting. The ter-

.minal studs may be easily removed or inserted by
locking two nuts on the stud and then turning the
proper nut with a wrench.

For detailed FT case information refer to I.L.
41-076.

ENERGY

REQ.UIREMEfuTS

The motor current is.approximately .025 amperes
at 12o vc)Its and 60 cycles for a burden Of 3.0 VA.

Routi ne Maintenance

the

All relays should be inspected periodically and
opera,tion should b`e checked. at least once a,

year or at such other time intervals as may be dietated by experience to be suitable to the particular
appucation.

Au contacts shoild be periodically cleaned. A
contact burnished S#182A836H01

RENEWAL

PARTS

Repair work can be done most satisfactorily a.t
the factory. However, interchangeable parts can be
furnished to the customers who are equipped for
doing repair work. When ordering parts, always give
the complete nameplate data.

is recommended

for this purpose. The use of abrasive material for
cleariing contacts is not recommended, because of
the danger of embedding small particles in the face
of the soft silver and thus impairing the contact.

In case the synchronous motor should be da,ina.ged, the relay should be returned to our Works for

repair, or. a complete replacelneni motor .should be
insta.lied.
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Inlemal Schematic for the Type TD-1. Relay.
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Outline and Drillinq Flan for the Type TD-I Relay in an FT-11 Case.
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